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Yesterday – micro-economic:

 Housing markets allocate sub-optimal levels of houses in 

South Africa. There is a case for State intervention –

welfare state. (Cape Town SWH)
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Yesterday – micro-economic:

 Housing markets allocate sub-optimal levels of houses in 

South Africa. There is a case for State intervention –

welfare state. (Cape Town SWH)

 Why have the houses that have been provided not 

translated into satisfactory personal or economy-wide lift;  

“multipliers are low”. 

 How should State intervene to enhance bang-for buck and 

avoid pitfalls 

Today – macro-economic:



Who thinks the government housing 

programme has been a good 

investment?
R30 billion a year
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What do we mean by economic 

multiplier

The multiplier effect describes the change in national income 

arising from any new injection of spending. The size of the 

multiplier depends on households’ consumption habits, saving 

habits and taxes. 

More broadly, multipliers are often confused with ‘return on 

investment’. They are used to describe the basket of gains that 

arise from a government intervention, including productivity 

increases, longevity, happiness. 



Reasons for low economic multipliers 

on housing spend
 Construction money has not percolated through the local 

economy. Capital-labour ratio unbalanced. 

 Supply side focus has eliminated innovation and led to price 

creep. 

 Houses considered in isolation. Not human settlements, labour 

markets, amenities, mobility. 

 ‘Bang for buck’ has driven sprawl and high cost of services. Irony!!
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Reasons for low economic multipliers 

on housing spend…..

 Sprawl (compact, connected, coordinated) has made access to 

to economic opportunities expensive – “discouraged work 

seekers” and more social grants. 

 Ignored the natural environment, negative externalities, higher 

costs.

 Housing strategy has replicated inequality, which is expensive.



The cost of inequality…..



The cost of inequality…..

Money trapped in capital intensive activities

More imports than desirable 

“Social fragmentation” – protests, dumping. 

Lower levels of trust – higher transaction 

costs, more non-productive regulation and 

policing, capital replaces labour.

No social compact - inability to pass 

policy!!!



Why have houses not delivered an 

‘urbanisation dividend’?



How can returns on housing 

investment be increased?
Housing as one piece of a virtuous development circle. 

Procure happy residents not houses – allow for innovation, local 
service delivery?

Shift from supply to demand side subsidy? 

Who gets to design and build with the subsidy (engendered?)

Draw down benefits of environmental goods and services, don’t fight 
them.

Think about space and urban form in the context of multiple market 
access and higher functional density. “Mixed use” and “Human-scale” 
settlements, where people walk, connect and spend. 





How do you influence urban form? 

“Stacking services” to attract people, not Master 
Planning. Requires ‘joined up government’. 

Look for clues in what is happening anyway. 
“Nudge” don’t prescribe how people think and 
take decisions about where to live and work.

Greater control over housing programme to local 
governments…. and communities (with 
oversight).



Thank you and discussion


